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Composed by three poet-saints between the sixth and eighth centuries A.D., the Tevaram hymns are the primary scripture of Tamil Saivism, one of the first religious poetics. The poems translated in this book are Tamil devotional hymns of the Tamil Saints, one of the first popular large-scale devotional movements within Hinduism. The poems are dedicated to the Hindu god Siva (Shiva). The poems, Tirumandam (popularly known as Tirumandam) and devolutionary poet-saints wrote numerous hymns dedicated to Siva from the Tevaranagi a significant South Indian. Poems to Siva – The Hymns of the Tamil Saints door Indira Viswanathan Peterson. The poems are the primary scripture of Tamil Saivism, one of the first popular large-scale devotional movements within Hinduism. The poems are dedicated to the Hindu god Siva (Shiva). The poems, Tirumandam (popularly known as Tirumandam) and devolutionary poet-saints wrote numerous hymns dedicated to Siva from the Tevaranagi a significant South Indian.